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RESEARCH HISTORIAN SUPERVISOR

This is supervisory and managerial work in directing the projects and activities of the unit of
professionals that provides historical research for the Division of Archives and History.
Under administrative direction of the Director of the Division of Archives and History, employee
oversees the research of the other professionals in the unit and performs the research for the more
sensitive inquiries referred by the director. Work involves the establishment of standards for research
and documentation by the unit, coordination of project needs with administrators of the sections in the
division, and the establishment and development of communications between researchers to promote
and further discussions of research sources and findings. Employee performs related duties as
required.

I. SUPERVISORY/MANAGERIAL FUNCTIONS:

Planning - Employee develops long-range plans and priorities based on the research needs and
projects of the sections of the division. Employee develops communications between researchers in the
sections and outside the department to promote discussions and exchange of research sources and
findings. Employee makes changes in priorities to meet new requests for research or project needs
from the sections or the public.

Organizing and Directing - Employee establishes the responsibilities of the positions in the unit and
develops changes or growth in staffing based on long-range goals and needs of the sections.
Employee determines appropriate project assignments based on the specific goals and objectives of
the projects and the individual specialties of the Employees in the unit.

Budgeting - Employee evaluates and justifies budgetary needs based on previous year's expenditures
and planned projects for the coming year. Employee monitors expenditures throughout the year and
discusses unexpected problems or purchase needs with the division director. For the historical marker
program, the employee may make recommendations for seeking additional legislative funding based on
increases in costs or the number of requests from the program.

Training - Employee determines staff development needs for the unit of historical researchers,
researches potential sources of training, and recommends in-house training or outside sources of
training. Employee develops standards for procedures of research, documentation of sources and
findings and ensure that adequate training exists for staff development.

Setting Work Standards - Employee develops standards for individual work performance in the unit
according to established policies and procedures. Employee monitors and evaluates work performance
and provides feedback to employees regarding weaknesses and potential for growth.

Reviewing Work - Projects are discussed when assigned to define the project, establish goals and
timeframes, and identify potential concerns. Work is discussed in progress as problems arise and
reviewed upon completion to assure that overall section goals and policies are met.

Counseling and Disciplining - Employee resolves minor complaints and problems through discussion
with subordinates. Serious actions are discussed with the division director to determine actions and
ensure that established procedures are followed.
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Performing Other Personnel Functions - Employee makes decisions in the selection, appraisal,
promotion, dismissal, and salary adjustments of researchers and justifies decisions to the division
director.

II. SCOPE AND NATURE OF WORK SUPERVISED:

Dynamics of Work Supervised - Work is relatively stable in nature with changes primarily occurring due
to a changing workload that is impacted by the number and complexity of requests that may require the
evaluation of priorities and ongoing projects.

Variety of Work Supervised - Employee supervises a staff of professional historical researchers and
clerical support.

Number of Employees Responsible For - Employee typically supervises four professional and technical
employees.

III. EXTENT OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Employee discusses new projects or extreme
problems with the division director prior to proceeding with implementation of the project or resolution.
Most work is not reviewed except to ensure that program goals and objectives of the section are being
met.

IV. SPECIAL ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

Supervision of Shift Operations - N/A

Fluctuating Work Force - N/A

Physical Dispersion of Employees - Projects require employees to travel occasionally to various areas
of the state.

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities - Extensive knowledge of North Carolina and American history.
Extensive knowledge of primary and secondary reference sources and historical materials, laws,
legislative journals, and documents of the state of North Carolina and the use of such materials. Ability
to gather historical facts, analyze and verify their importance and significance, and to document
therefrom. Ability to communicate effectively in oral and written form. Ability to direct and supervise
other professional researchers. Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships.

Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - A master's degree in history and four years o
progressive experience in a historical agency that has included significant research experience; or
graduation from a four-year college or university preferably with a degree in history and five years of
progressive experience in a historical agency that has included significant research experience; or an
equivalent combination of training and experience.


